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Abstract: Cities, as main energy consumers, play a crucial role in achieving a more sustainable
energy future. This means that there is an urgent need to transform the way of planning urban
areas, focusing on more efficient and self-reliant energy production and consumption modes overall.
In this framework, the aim of this study is to explore the Net-Zero energy balance between two
spatial scales: the whole city with its diversified energy consumption patterns, and those urban
blocks, neighborhoods, or industrial areas that can produce energy and supply it to other areas.
This approach leads to the development of an energy zoning for the city, based on the geographical
urban delimitation of solar energy exporters cells and the energy consuming ones. On the production
side, cells are delimited according to their solar energy production potential. On the demand side,
cells are delimited according to four specific criteria: construction timeline, population density, urban
morphologies, and land-use patterns that permit the definition of a classification of urban areas,
based on the different energy consumption levels. In this paper, the web platform “E-City”, a tool
for planning energy balance at urban level is presented, by describing its practical application in
the city of Oeiras, Portugal. The platform integrates itself with the existing municipal Geographic
Information System, exploring both spatial and statistical dimensions associated with zoning and
the overall energy network system. Results from the use of this tool are relevant for urban planning
practices, formulation of policies, and management of public investment that can be guided to more
energy efficient solutions and supporting the transition towards nearly zero-energy cities.

Keywords: net-zero energy balance; municipal planning; web platform; solar energy; GIS

1. Introduction

Urbanization associated with the growth of population and the expansion of built environment
is a process that has led to changes in land use with serious consequences for climate change [1].
According to the International Energy Agency (2016), urban areas today account for about two-thirds
of primary energy demand and 70% of total energy-related carbon dioxide emissions [2]. Indeed,
energy flows constrain and shape cities leading to a pressing need for new approaches to its planning
and design. It is within this background that new concepts such as the Smart City [3] and Digital
City [4] have been developed in part to address specific problems that affect urban energy systems [5].

These visions of Future Cities today are taking on a new relevance for the definition of
energy-efficient urban models as well as their integration and application to the existing cities.
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For instance, the “Malaga Smart City” has been developed to address European target 20-20-20
plan, embracing a collaborative model between the customers and the distribution company. In this
project, energy efficiency is promoted by increasing the use of renewable energy sources associated
with the development of smart grids able to manage and store energy and optimize electric-vehicle
charging [6].

Different from the previous, the “Amsterdam Smart City” recognizes the need of a systematic
framework of actions within the domains of energy transition and open connectivity [7]. This approach
has led to the developing of 52 ongoing projects that promote the balance between sustainable energy
supply and demand in neighborhoods by including the expected raise of electrical cars, integrating
cooling and city heat system and investing in energy-efficient housing renovations [8].

Within the Smart City planning process of Rotterdam, local authorities. The common
understanding through these projects is that Information and Communications Technologies (ICT)
coupled with digital visualization platforms can be used to improve cities, with special attention to
their transition towards a low carbon future [9,10].

Enhancing energy efficiency, increasing the share of renewable energy sources, and integrating
smart grids and electric vehicles into cities are complex tasks with evident implications for urban
development and planning. Given the need for effective solutions to support the decision-making
process and governance [11], this paper proposes the E-City web platform: a tool for planning energy
balance at urban scale. The E-City is a recent concept that stands out for being an evolution of the smart
city model, focused on city optimization and management through planned decisions and actions
sustained by Geographical Information System (GIS) [12] (Bremer et al., 2017) and virtualization
tools [5,12]. This understanding, coupled with the challenge of energy efficiency integration into
urban planning [13], are the basis of the E-City web platform implemented by a multidisciplinary
team composed by the authors of the paper: Miguel Amado, Francesca Poggi, and António Ribeiro
Amado, members of a research group hosted by the Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa
(https://www.geotpulab.com/), and Sílvia Breu, a decision-maker of the Municipality of Oeiras.

The specific goal of the project was the development of a theoretical model and its practical
application, articulating energy consumption and solar energy supply with land use zoning and urban
design parameters. In this framework, the E-city web platform is just one of the results of the OEIRAS
E_CITY research project, financed by the QREN/2011 under the “Competitive edge, Innovation and
Knowledge Programme”. The contribution of all authors to the E-City platform was the design of the
conceptual-theoretical-empirical framework that supports such operative tool.

2. Related Works

During the last years, several studies have explored how digital visualization platforms and
ICT can contribute to the decision-making, implementation, and monitoring processes involved in
the planning for more energy efficient cities [14]. What follows in this section is a literature review
on web-based platforms, highlighting objectives, spatial scale, methods, barriers/gaps, and insights.
Given the variety and wide-coverage of these tools, the selection has covered those that address energy
efficiency and solar energy production within the context of municipal and urban planning.

In this frame, Kim et al. (2012) elaborated the U-Eco City web-based application which integrates
interactive 3D modeling of urban space with the estimation of energy demand to deliver the most
effective energy supply strategies at the city scale, by combining GIS data and geospatial data [15].
However, this study just presents an energy monitoring system at the early-stage prototyping stage.

The MEU web platform is another tool which promises detailed monitoring and planning for
both energy demand and supply at individual building, neighborhood, and whole city scale [16].
However, the objective of this application is limited to the analysis and scenarios buildings of natural
gas infrastructure.

Yamamura et al. (2017) propose an urban energy planning platform based on BIM-GIS integration,
which aims to access the optimal technical and policy solution for readjust city infrastructure and

https://www.geotpulab.com/
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pushing energy planning issues at urban level forward [17]. This study, although at an early stage,
draws relevant insights concerning the need of a flexible strategy to renovate all the buildings in a
neighborhood as energy-efficiently and as pragmatically as possible, instead of each building on its
own [18].

The challenge to improve energy efficiency at the urban and building level, represents the main
focus of the Smart UrbaN ServIces for Higher eNergy Efficiency (SUNSHINE) project. In this frame,
the SUNSHINE platform delivers a smart service tool which provides three different applications:
(1) the visualization of urban-scale “Energy Maps” to be used for planning activities and large-scale
energy pre-certification purposes; (2) the optimization of energy consumption of heating/cooling
systems and (3) an interoperable control of public illumination systems [19]. This tool presents
advances in parallel fields that involve building energy performance assessment using 3D city models.
Here, the simulation of energy scenarios frames a new way of supporting municipal managers in the
development of long-term urban energy strategies.

In carrying forward the focus on energy modeling and analysis of a city’s building stock,
the web-based data and computing platform: City Building Energy Saver (CityBES) was developed
to support district or city-scale efficiency programs. Taking the current energy usage data as the
baseline, CityBES can offer a wide array of analysis suited for a city’s energy efficiency program,
including energy benchmarking, energy savings, greenhouse gas reductions, operation improvements,
and energy costs reductions [20].

Nevertheless, while the aforementioned studies deal with energy consumption issues, they do
not consider the dimension of energy production, which is an extremely relevant issue towards
energy-efficient urban areas, especially considering solar technologies [21,22]. Mapping solar energy
in urban environments has become an extremely important task for urban planning and energy
management [13]. In that regard, solar energy mapping tools have been developed in several cities
worldwide [23,24]. However, the value of these tools determined by energy production assessment
capability is limited by the lack of articulation with the energy consumption dimension, at the city scale.
Promoting a more holistic and interactive approach to energy management systems, other works have
designed web platforms to support city governments in developing effective energy policy decisions.

This is, for example, the case of the iURBAN smartDSS, an open software platform that integrates
local, intelligent energy systems and available communication infrastructures [25]. Real-time data of
energy consumption and production at building scale are collected by metering devices [26]. These
data are then aggregated to provide a database at city-level that permits support to authorities and
energy service providers. The platform also provides a tool to measure, predict, and balance energy
production; demand and storage; and a tool to measure and verify reductions in energy consumption
and GHG emissions resulting from city energy use [26].

In that regard, the SEMANCO integrated platform promises to model multiple urban energy
systems of an urban area using a set of tools which interact with semantically modelled data [27].
This interactive tool provides qualified information to different agents, within a context of
continuous development of urban energy models [28]. However, the overall impression is that
this participative-based approach is limited to the visualization of parts of the city, neglecting a
comprehensive energy balance perspective.

Out of this pattern, the New York City Energy Mapping Project developed an interactive platform
to estimate the annual building energy consumption by end use, at the block scale [29]. This tool does
not include solar energy mapping, but it provides a suitable starting point for distributed generation
analysis at city scale, as explained by Howard et al. (2012) [30].

Energy visualization to support planning and management of cities is a challenge which has led
to different approaches, whether assessing energy production or consumption. In this framework,
the difference between the E-City web platform, described in this paper, and the above-mentioned
tools is, before anything else, the elaboration of a model focused on energy balance at city scale.
This assumption is associated with the vision of the city as a system compounded by existing or
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projected urban cells, operating as energy consumer and producer in a potential state of equilibrium.
In other words, the goal is to reinforce the energy efficiency and promote the widespread integration
of solar energy and smart grids in the urban areas in a way that puts them on par with a potential
balance, through the usage of digital tools for planning and management [31].

To this end, the E-City web platform has been built using a real case study: The Municipality of
Oeiras, in Portugal. The following Sections 3 and 4 describe the model and the methodology that have
supported the conception of the web platform and its potential as a quantitative and interactive tool
for the municipal energy planning and decision-making processes.

3. Conceptual Model and Methodology

For the understanding and justification of the E-City Web Platform, this section presents a
synthesis of the concepts and principles that have supported its conception. The total energy request in
Oeiras over the last ten years grew 49%, closely following the national trend (+75%), with an average
annual rate of growth of 4.7% [32].

This scenario has led to the understanding that the persistence in certain urban development
models, regarding the local production and consumption of energy, when associated with such an
increase in demand, results in unsustainable energy performances. Moreover, the share of energy that
is not generated from renewable sources, makes it mandatory to delineate new approaches focused on a
paradigm shift regarding how urban areas are planned. Such considerations contextualize the research
question of this study, that is, to promote the Net-Zero energy balance between two well-defined
spatial domains: the whole city with its diversified energy consumption and, those urban blocks,
neighborhoods or industrial areas that can produce energy and supply it to other areas (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Conceptual model.

This model leads to the development of an energy zoning for the city, based on the geographical
urban delimitation of solar energy exporters cells and the energy consuming ones. On the production
side, cells are delimited according to their solar energy production potential. On the demand side,
cells are delimited according to four specific criteria: construction timeline, population density, urban
morphologies, and land-use patterns that permit the definition of a classification of urban areas, based
on the different energy consumption levels [13,31].

Moving from theory to practice, this section describes the methodology adopted to develop a
WebGIS platform for planning the energy balance at municipal scale.

The first step involves the preparation of the main themes that constitute the Geographic
Information Data Model to support the E-City web platform (Table 1).
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Table 1. Main theme of the Geographic Information Data Model.

Context Information Consumption Data Production Capacity Data

Orthophoto map Electricity and natural gas consumption
Annual Solar PotentialCartography CO2 emission

Road axis Energy costs Expected Productivity

Energy Balance Data

Positive Negative Balanced

The “context information” provides the geographic framework that supports the web platform,
according to the map visualization model of the Municipal GeoPortal of Oeiras [33] (Figures 2–4).
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Electricity and gas “consumption data” consider the number of inhabitants, the number of
agricultural, industrial, and service companies (public and private), and the number of public lighting
posts in each statistical subsection (Figure 5).
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Municipal energy consumption (Figure 6) is divided between the electricity and gas consumption
maps which have been elaborated using the statistical information published by the General Directorate
of Geology and Energy for the year 2011 [34].
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The analysis of carbon dioxide emissions is based on the data published by National Statistical
Institute for the year 2007 [35], which are synthetized in the following (Table 2).
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Table 2. CO2 emissions’ totals data.

CO2 Emissions’ Totals From Fossil Origin (t/year) From Biomass (t/year)

Economic activities 65,056.9 13,280.2
Industry 54,516.2 8259.4

Households 10,540.7 5020.8

The CO2 emissions’ totals from fossil origin and biomass are disaggregated, in accordance with
economic activity, industries, and families, and weighted by the national totals. Mapping consider
the number of families and the number of companies in each statistical subsection. The energy cost
analysis is based on Eurostat data for the year 2012, considering the per capita energy consumption,
at statistical subsection level (Table 3).

Table 3. Electricity and natural gas prices for industrial and domestic users.

Electricity Prices for Industrial Users
(€/kWh)

Electricity Prices for Domestic Users
(€/kWh)

2011 0.1048 0.1654
2012 0.1403 0.1993

Natural Gas Prices for Industrial Users
(€/GJ)

Natural Gas Prices for Domestic Users
(€/GJ)

2011 9.97 16.95
2012 13.68 20.52

In this study, the energy production side at municipal level was analyzed using the Solar
Analyst extension of ArcMap GIS, as it can account for site latitude and elevation, surface orientation,
and shadows cast by surrounding topography, daily and seasonal shifts in solar angle, and atmospheric
attenuation [36].

In this way, a specific digital model that integrates the terrain and the roofs of buildings was
created from contours, elevation points, and ridges obtained through a topographical survey (scale 1:
10,000). The result is a Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) with a spatial resolution of 2 m, from which
a raster model of the relief with the same resolution was drawn up.

With this model, it was possible to calculate the irradiation for a large area, accounting not only
for the orientations of roofs but also for the shadows originated by the buildings (Figure 7).

The potential of solar energy production was then translated at the statistical subsection level by
making a correlation between the building roofs with at least 20 m2 of area for PV system installation
(In this research, the value of at least 20 m2 as installed PV area, has been adopted taking into account
the average minimum installed capacity for a residential 2 kW solar PV system [37]) and elevated
levels of incident solar radiation estimated by the Solar Analyst (Figure 8).
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4. E-City Web Platform

From a practical perspective, the E-City web platform is developed in GIS environment, including
visualization, search capability, and interactive item details or description. The system architecture
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of this WebGIS solution is based on three layers: database server, application server, and file server
(Figure 9).
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The interface integrates the following technologies and features:

• PostGreSQL: Database Management System;
• PostGIS: Geographic Data Management System;
• GeoServer: Map server software;
• OpenLayers: Web mapping software;
• C # .NET: Programming Language;
• Interoperability between data and services allows the use of information in different environment

(intranet, extranet and internet), through the use of Open GIS Consortium (OGC) standards,
namely through Web Map services, Web Feature Services, and Web Coverage Services.

• Support of XML and Web Services market standards for integration and interoperability with
third-party applications, in particular with any online monitoring system for energy consumption.

The platform operates on a web server, being accessed remotely through HTTP requests and
responses, using web browsers. The information is stored in the architecture that also integrates
a relational database and a data repository to manage and store alphanumeric information, vector
graphics, and raster graphics. Due to the series of existing GIS engines, both via web (WMS or WFS)
and local, an API has been developed and implemented to provide flexibility in the use of a GIS and
DBMS engine for the access to local data or the visualization by the user.

The E-City web platform is available online at http://geoportal.cm-oeiras.pt/ver/ecity. The WEB
environment is simple and fast to allow decision-makers and population to access and use the
information (Figure 10).

http://geoportal.cm-oeiras.pt/ver/ecity
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E-City web platform provides 2D visualization of the whole municipality, as displayed in Figure 9,
which shows color-coded simulated energy balance at the statistical subsection level. Here, users can
also choose different filters (in a floating window) to visualize information on energy consumption in
terms of electricity and gas, costs, and solar energy production.

5. Discussion of Results

Energy issues are of paramount importance regarding the investment in energy efficiency and
the usage of renewable energy sources that contribute to the reduction of greenhouse effect gases
and the consequent sustainability of society. In this framework, the municipality of Oeiras, together
with GEOTPU.LAB, developed the E-city research project aiming to articulate energy consumption
and solar energy supply with land use zoning and urban design parameters [22]. Indeed, the E-City
platform is a digital tool that results from a rigorous conceptual-theoretical-empirical framework
elaborated during 4 years of research on the municipal territory.

Following the research insights, the E-City web platform was developed to visualize and manage
energy performances at the municipal scale and it offers one path forward for exploration and
experimentation. Here, it is important to refer how this tool has been articulated to the municipal
planning process.

First, it played an important role in integrating energy efficiency concerns into Oeiras Municipal
Master Plan. The visualization of the potential solar energy production and the existing energy
consumption patterns in the built environment led decision-makers and planners to define sustainable
energy development as a priority. As such, the municipal regulation approved in 2015 and integrated
in its Section 2, the article n. 63: “The urban development plans have to provide a description of their
contribution in terms of renewable energy production and energy efficiency level and the proposed
energy performance” [38] (p. 42).

Second, it provides an accessible interface to sensitize the wide public on the need to reduce
energy use and promote de-installation of solar collectors and PV systems in their municipality.

Third, it constitutes a tool that can further evolve toward a real time municipal energy monitoring
platform, based on data collected from the smart meters and the communication technologies
integrated in the network.

Finally, the novel energy efficiency background of the E-City web platform permits the
identification of those issues considered as having a direct relation to local planning as well as the
existing limitations (both theoretical and practical). The theoretical approach adopted in the present
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study relies on the concept of energy balance as the guiding principle to develop the energy-efficient city
model. Far from turning cities into energy self-sufficient areas, this argument promotes the municipal
and urban planning processes as both catalysts of energy efficiency and solar energy, translating the
Net-Zero energy building model approach to the urban level. This can be a limitation if associated
with the idea of the city as a closed system, or it can be an essential premise for an innovative planning
process that considers urban areas and rural areas as a whole energetically balanced [39].

At the practical level, the main limitation of E-City web platform is that energy consumption
data are correlated to the statistical subsections resulting in a tool that does not deliver real time data.
Indeed, information could be more accurate if smart and advanced meters would be installed in the
buildings across the municipality.

Another of its limitations lies in the solar energy potential estimation method that considers
all the roofs as planes and adopts an approximate surface with at least 20 m2 of area for PV system
installation. A digital model obtained from LiDAR data would permit a more accurate calculation of
roof parameters, such as the hill shade, slope, and aspect [37].

6. Conclusions

With the increasing energy demand associated with cities, the need for energy efficiency
integration into the municipal planning process is today a fundamental step. The development of
an energy efficient city, supported by ICT and digital solutions for management and planning, is
thus an opportunity to increase its competitiveness and sustainability. The E-City web platform,
presented in this paper, integrates itself with the existing municipal GIS, developing both the spatial
and statistical dimensions associated with zoning and the municipal energy system. It was specifically
created to organize and visualize energy performance data at municipal scale and make them
accessible to planners, stakeholders, and population. In practical terms, this tool has been used
by the public administration of Oeiras to understand important aspects associated with existing and
future urban development.

For instance, electricity and gas consumption maps permit the visualization of how and why an
existing urban block negatively influences the energy balance due to its form, orientation, density,
construction year, heating and cooling systems, or materials used for the roof, exterior walls,
and window. Indeed, these aspects are key to promote energy efficiency through urban planning and
construction regulation, by elaborating specific refurbishment programs for existing buildings and
guidelines for new urban expansions [22].

The solar energy potential map is another key tool to visualize where there is a real opportunity
to promote PV systems in building roofs. Finally, the energy balance scenario leads to the ongoing
revolution associated with the Smart Grids and ICT that will allow the monitorization and optimization
of energy performance in real time.

In this sense, the future development of the E-City web platform will be focused on smart meters
and sensor integration in pilot projects to monitor energy flows at urban scale. The articulation of
these technologies with the WebGIS architecture will provide the shift of the platform, from the actual
static system to an interactive system which shows real-time data, considering energy consumption,
production, distribution, and storage dynamics across the municipality.

Results and insights from the use of this tool are relevant to understand how urban planners,
policy-makers, stakeholders, and the public can be informed and guided towards more energy-efficient
solutions. The Net-Zero energy balance is an ambitious but promising approach to promote the
integration of solar energy, energy efficiency, and smart grids in cities, leading to an organized change
with long term effects. Indeed, it is a new paradigm that aims to encourage planners to focus on city
and its relationships with energy as a complex whole, connecting energy performances of the built
environment with the planning framework at municipal scale.
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